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THANK YOU.
For being with us at Think Brussels. This event is the result
of a collaboration between customers, local and global experts.
All sharing their experiences and discussing the impact of AI,
Cloud & Data on their business journey.
During 2 days you had the opportunity to attend dedicated
campuses. On the first day Cloud & Data, Modern Infrastructure,
Security & Resiliency and day 2 Business & AI.
We hope you will enjoy this Modern Infrastructure overview.
Thanks again for being our guest.
Your host,
Sebastian Krause, General Manager, Cloud Europe
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Note:
You can find all presentation we can share of IBM Think Brussels here

Modern Infrastructure
During our sessions we discussed why modern infrastructure is
important to become successful as a business. One reason is that in
current days you must have the ability of deriving value out of data.

Build a future proof IT-infrastructure.
But it is also crucial that all data is available where & when needed and
runs in a client‘s Multi-Cloud environment. You need a scalable, secure
and innovative infrastructure.
Interested in knowing more details about IBM Modern Infrastructure
solutions? Visit our dedicated web pages.
If you want to get in contact with us you can send an e-mail to
jeroen.pijpelink@ie.ibm.com
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Note:
Want to read about Modern Infrastructure and other topics. Think blogs
You can find presentations we can share for Modern Infrastructure here

2019

A next opportunity is to join us at

Think 2019, San Francisco, 12 -15 February
At IBM’s worldwide business and technology conference you can learn
even more. You will see the latest evolutions, updated roadmaps and use
cases of mankind and machine come to life.
Be part of this unique event and explore how you and IBM can put smart to
work to make the world we live in a better place.
Find all details here.

“ We are on the verge of an AI disruption that is changing the face of
every industry. As the leader of AI for business, we at IBM can’t wait
to share our knowledge to help you transform.”
Dr. John Kelly III
Senior Vice President, Cognitive Solutions and Research
Think 2019 speaker

Exclusive offer for Think Brussels attendees
By using special promotional code DC19READ you will get a discount
of $300 when registering for Think 2019, San Francisco.*
* Special promotional code only applicable for attendees of Think Brussels
* Special promotional code does not provide a discount over ‚Early Bird‘ rate. Discount applies
only for Full Conference rate, valid after November 16, 2018.
* Clients and IBM Business Partners only

